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Abstract
The supercurrent components of the N = 1, D = 4 Super-Yang-Mills theory in the Wess-Zumino gauge
are coupled to the components of a background supergravitation eld in the \new minimal" representation,
in order to describe the various conservation laws in a functional way through the Ward identities for the
dieomorphisms and for the local supersymmetry, Lorentz and R-transformations. We also incorporate
in the same functional formalism the supertrace identities, which leads however to a slight modication
of the new minimal representation for supergravity, thus leading to a conformal version of it. The most
general classical action obeying all the symmetry constraints is constructed.
1 Introduction
The renormalization properties of the supercurrent [1, 2] in N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theories (Super
Yang-Mills { SYM) are of fundamental importance for the characterization of the ultraviolet behavior
of the latter. Indeed, the supercurrent multiplet contains, together with the conserved spinor current
associated to supersymmetry, the axial current associated to R-invariance and the improved conserved
energy-momentum tensor. This implies that the anomaly of the axial current and the trace anomaly of
the energy-momentum tensor { or scale anomaly, which controls the ultraviolet asymptotic behavior of the
1Supported by the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientco e Tecnologico (CNPq), Brazil.
In leave of absence from the Departement de Physique Theorique { Universite de Geneve, Switzerland.
2Supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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theory [3] { are related by supersymmetry. These anomalies appear as breakings of a set of \supertrace
identities" including the usual energy-momentum trace identity, the spinor current trace identity and the
divergence of the R axial current [1].
Thus, the use of the nonrenormalization theorem for the axial current [4, 5, 6] leads, through supersym-
metry, to strong constraints on the scale anomaly, and even, in certain cases [7], to its absence3.
The references [7] deal with this problem in the supereld formalism, which is well adapted if supersym-
metry is exact4. But it is highly desirable to extend the discussion to the more realistic situation where
supersymmetry is broken, possibly by mass terms. There, most of the advantages of superspace being
lost, it is worthwhile to work in the component formalism, and better in the Wess-Zumino gauge where
the number of component elds is minimal. As a preliminary step to this program, the renormalizabil-
ity of the SYM theories in the Wess-Zumino gauge has been recently established in [10, 11, 12] for the
unbroken case5 and in [15] in the presence of \soft" breakings by mass terms.
The aim of the present paper is to set up a functional formalism describing, through Ward identities
to be obeyed by the generating functional of the Green functions, both, the conservation laws and the
supertrace identities for the components of the supercurrent. We shall do it in the component formalism,
in the Wess-Zumino gauge, proceeding in two steps.
The rst step of our approach consists in the coupling of the supercurrent components to the components
of a supermultiplet of supergravity elds considered as external (background) elds. The use of the
so called \new minimal" realization of supergravity [16] allows to express all the conservation laws as
the Ward identities for the local symmetries { dieomorphisms, Lorentz, supersymmetry, R { of this
model, which now is one of gauge and matter elds coupled to a classical supergravity background.
We shall begin by reestablishing the associated BRS formulation [17] of these local symmetries [18] in
our proper notations, taking into account the presence of the gauge and matter elds. We shall then
check the o-shell nilpotency of the BRS operator after the introduction of the external elds coupled to
those BRS transformations which are nonlinear in the dynamical elds - the so-called \Batalin-Vilkoviski
antields" [19] { and write down the Slavnov-Taylor identity, a nonlinear Ward identity containing all the
information about the symmetries and their algebra, hence on the supercurrent conservation laws and
the supercurrent algebra. The achievement of this program represents the supersymmetric generalization
of the results found in [20] for the algebra of the energy-momentum tensor alone.
The second step is the incorporation of the supertrace identities into the formalism. As we shall see, in
order to avoid hard breakings of some of the identities, we have to proceed to a slight reformulation of the
coupling to the external supergravity elds, leading to a modied realization of the supergravity algebra
with new symmetries corresponding to the supertrace identities. This actually represents a particular
formulation of conformal supergravity coupled to matter6 We then give a full BRS formulation of this
new algebra, with an o-shell nilpotent BRS operator and a new Slavnov-Taylor identity.
We construct the most general action obeying the Slavnov-Taylor identity { and nd in particular that
the pure supergravitational part is the known action of conformal supergravity [21, 22].
We nally check the stability of the theory under small perturbations as a preliminary step towards the
proof of the renormalizability [23]. Although the present paper deals exclusively with the classical theory,
the stability proof needs only to be complemented by the study of the possible anomalies in order to
prove the renormalizability of the theory and to characterize its ultraviolet properties.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the coupling of matter and Yang-Mills
supermultiplets with the supergravity multiplet in the \new minimal" formulation. (Super)trace identities
and Weyl symmetry are discussed together with their breakings in Section 3 within the same formalism,
3See [8] for an earlier application of this idea to a formal proof of the niteness of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills.
4See [9] for a supereld approach, not relying on the supercurrent anomalies, and with application to broken supersym-
metry.
5See [11, 13, 14] for extended supersymmetry N = 2 and N = 4.
6As far the authors know, this particular formulation of conformal supergravity did not yet appear in the literature.
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whereas the new formulation is introduced in Section 4 where the full new BRS algebra is given, too.
Section 5 is devoted to the derivation of the most general action, including its pure conformal supergravity
part, and to the proof of the stability of the theory under small perturbations.
Some technicalities are contained in the Appendices A to G.
2 N = 1 Local SYM on Curved Space-time
As explained in the Introduction, we want to extend the previously studied model, N = 1 massless
(global) SYM in the Wess-Zumino gauge [12], to the context of eld theory on curved space-time. This
means that we want to construct a model which is invariant under the local superpoincare group rather
than under the global superpoincare group. But doing this is nothing but dealing with Supergravity
coupled to SYM, with the crucial dierence that we will consider the vierbein and the gravitino elds as
external elds and doing so, we will not face the problem of dealing with a model which is power-counting
non-renormalizable. In this way, we see that the title of this section could also have been \ExternalN = 1
Supergravity coupled to SYM".
2.1 Field Content of New Minimal N = 1 Supergravity
As one of the goal of this paper is to exhibit the link between the conservation law of the R-current
and the trace of the energy-momentum tensor via the supertrace identity, we choose the new minimal
formulation of supergravity [16] since it contains the source of the R-current, namely the eld B, as a
gauge eld. The vierbein and gravitino elds will be the sources of the energy-momentum tensor and of
the supersymmetry current, respectively.
The eld content of this formulation is [16]:
- the vierbein7 e
a,
- the gravitino Ψ,
- the gauge eld B of the R-gauge transformations,
- the gauge eld C of the C-gauge transformations.
The ghost numbers, Grassmann parities, dimensions and R-weights of all the elds appearing in this
paper are given in Appendix A. Our notations and conventions are given in Appendix B.
Remark: This is a torsion free formulation of gravity, which means that the Lorentz connection wab is
a function of the vierbein (see Appendix C for a summary of the vierbein formalism).
The generalized BRS transformations [12, 24, 10, 11, 13, 14, 25], including dieomorphisms, local Lorentz




a = Lea + abeb + 2"a Ψ + 2Ψa"
sΨ = LΨ +
i
4abΨ
ab − iΨ − iD"
sΨ = L Ψ −
i
4ab
ab Ψ + i Ψ − iD"
sC = LC + @w − @w
−2" Ψ − 2Ψ"+ 2" Ψ + 2Ψ "
sB = LB + @ − "D Ψ −DΨ" ;
(2.1)
where ; ab; ";  and w are the ghosts for the dieomorphisms, Lorentz transformations, supersym-
metry, R- and C-transformations respectively { i.e., their innitesimal parameters, but with opposite
statistics. The  are the Pauli matrices and L is the Lie derivative.















DΨ = rΨ +
i
4FabΨ
















Ψab Ψ −Ψba Ψ + Ψa Ψb −Ψb Ψa + Ψa Ψb −Ψb Ψa

V  = X + 4Y 
X = "@C
Y  = i"Ψ Ψ ;
(2.2)
where the symbol r means covariant derivative with respect to usual gauge transformations (see sub-
section 2.2), dieomorphisms, Lorentz transformations and R-transformations (see Appendix D for an
explicit form of the covariant derivative).
Finally, the local algebra satised by these transformations [16] is encoded in the BRS transformations
of the ghosts [18]:
s = @
 + 2iE








ab"+ i"+ 2E Ψ
s = L − 2iEB
sw = Lw + @w + 2iE + 2iCE
sw = Lw − 2iEw ;
(2.3)
where w is the ghost for the ghost w and
4
E = ""
ewab = wab + Fab : (2.4)
Thanks to these transformation laws for the ghosts, this BRS operator s is nilpotent:
s2 = 0 : (2.5)
Remark: Let us note the presence in the ghost transformations of gauge eld dependent terms, like
s =    − 2iEB, which means that the anticommutator of two supersymmetries gives eld dependent
gauge transformations. This accounts for the fact that the supersymmetry algebra in the ordinary
formulation { i.e. without ghosts { is not closed but innite. This fact, already encountered in the rigid
model [12], is typical of the Wess-Zumino gauge [26].
2.2 Field Content of Super Yang-Mills and Matter
The eld content of the dynamical sector is [12, 15]:
- the gauge and gaugino elds Ai and 
i, in the adjoint representation of the gauge group G, which
is supposed to be simple,
- the scalar and fermion matter elds A and  A, in some (reducible) representation of G carried by
the anti-Hermitian matrices T iAB,
- the ghost, antighost and Lagrange multiplier elds ci, ci and bi, in the adjoint representation.
The BRS transformations of these elds, including as well the usual BRS transformations associated with






si = Li − f ijkcjk +
i
4ab
iab − ii − 12"
 eF i − i2G2(AT iABB)"




_ + 12 
 " eF i + i2G2(AT iABB)"
sA = LA − T iABc
iB −
2
3 iA + 2" A




A − 2"  A




ab + 13 i A + i"
DA + 2(ABC) B C"
s  A = L  A − T iABc
i  B −
i
4ab
ab  A −
1
3 i
 A + i
"D A − 2(ABC)BC "




sci = Lci + bi
sbi = Lbi − 2iE@ci ;
(2.6)
8The action of s on the gravitational elds are not modied by the adjunction of the usual BRS transformations associated
with G since these elds are G-gauge invariant.
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where G and (ABC) are the gauge coupling constant and Yukawa coupling constants respectively
9. Note
that (ABC) is totally symmetric in its indices. Moreover, the following notation has been used:
eF i = F i − ii Ψ − i Ψ −Ψi + Ψi}
DA = rA − 2i AΨ
D A = r A + 2i  A Ψ :
(2.7)
Due to the fact that the auxiliary elds of the gauge and matter multiplets have been eliminated, the
nilpotency of s is true only on-shell, i.e.
s2 = equations of motion for i and  A : (2.8)
(Equations following from the action (2.12).)
For each eld transforming nonlinearly in the dynamical elds we introduce an antield which will couple
to its s-variation [17, 19]. This happens for the dynamical elds themselves, except for ci and bi.
2.3 Flat Limit
Before giving a BRS invariant action and the Slavnov-Taylor identity, let us have a look at flat limit
(F.L.) of the curved space-time model, dened as the limit where we recover the flat space-time and the













To be coherent we must specify the flat limit of the ghost in such a way that the BRS variation of the










stands for the flat limit of ’. This is trivial for all the elds except for e
a, which imposes
the following flat limit for the ghosts:
9These couplings will appear in the action displayed only later on (See (2.12)), although the action cannot be dissociated




























; (ab)F.L; (")F.L; ()F.L are the constant ghosts used in the rigid model.
Remark: We see that when going from flat space-time to curved space-time, and thus from global
Poincare to local Poincare transformations, the orbital part of the Lorentz transformation goes to the
dieomorphisms and only the spin part stays in the local Lorentz transformation.
2.4 Invariant Action
An action which is invariant under s is given by
inv = SYM + gf : (2.12)
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!
; (2.19)



































Remark: This action is the most general one invariant under s, however up to purely gravitational terms,
such as the purely supergravity action, which we have omitted.
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2.5 Classical Identities Dening the Model
As usually in the framework of algebraic renormalization [6], we want to dene the theory through a
complete set of functional identities. These identities express the various symmetries of the model as well
as specic properties linked to the choice made for the gauge xing. The action (2.12) ought to be the
general solution of these functional identities, up to eld and parameter redenitions.
2.5.1 The Slavnov-Taylor (ST) Identity
To write down the ST identity { the Ward identity of BRS invariance { we add to the invariant action
the following external action ext which contains, besides the usual antields coupled to the nonlinear s-
variations of the dynamical elds, also non-standard terms, quadratic in the antields, in order to correct






















where I is dened below, in (2.25). Then, for the total action ,
 = inv + ext ; (2.22)
we have the ST identity








































containing the dynamical elds which transform nonlinearly, the corresponding antields and elds which
transform linearly, including the gravitational elds and ghosts, respectively. For further use, we introduce































9=; ; with b2 = 0 :
(2.27)
From (2.23), we deduce that the linearized ST operator
B = (; ) + b ; (2.28)
is nilpotent:
B2 = 0 : (2.29)
2.5.2 Gauge Condition and Ghost Identities




= Ωib(x) ; (2.30)




is a classical breaking, i.e. is linear in the dynamical elds. It denes the
Landau gauge in curved space-time.
The ghost identities
































L and ΩR are classical breakings given in Appendix F. The equations (2.32) follow from the
dieomorphisms, Lorentz transformations and R-transformations being linear and from the dynamical
elds being invariant under the C-transformations.
By \commuting" the identities (2.30-2.32) with the ST identity (2.23), we recover the antighost equa-
tion, the G-rigid invariance, and the Ward identities for the invariance under dieomorphisms, Lorentz
transformations, R- and C-transformations. They are explicitly given in Appendix F. This shows that
all these symmetries are encoded in the ST identity, the gauge condition and the ghost identities, which
constitute the minimal set of identities dening the model.
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2.6 Supercurrent and Associated Ward Identities
Let us nish this section by explicitly giving the supercurrent components and conservation laws of the
model.
Supercurrent Components:











That they belong to a supermultiplet is encoded in the " part { the proper supersymmetry part { of the
transformation laws of the supergravity elds.
Conservation Laws:
We readily see that the Ward identities for local R-invariance (last of (F.28), with (F.23)) and for the
dieomorphisms (third of (F.28), with (F.17)) correspond to the conservation of the current R and of





























































The set I in the summation has been dened in (2.25).
Moreover, we can use the local Lorentz invariance (fourth of (F.28), with (F.21)) to show that this
conserved energy-momentum tensor is symmetric. Indeed, its antisymmetric part vanishes on-shell:





























































+ terms vanishing in the flat limit : (2.36)
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3 Weyl, Supertrace and Shift Identities
In this section, we will exhibit other symmetries of the action  which are of particular interest for the
purpose of our work. They are the Weyl symmetry [28, 22, 20], the so-called supertrace identities [1, 29, 2]
which can now be written as a Ward identity thanks to the introduction of the external gravitational
elds, and nally a new identity, called the shift identity, which links the C and B dependence of the
action. This last symmetry, as we will see, must be introduced in order to have a closed algebra.
3.1 Weyl Identity
The Weyl transformations of innitesimal local parameter (x) are [28, 22, 20]
’(x) = ed’(x)’(x) ; (3.1)
for all elds ’ of the model. The Weyl weights ed’ are given by
ed’ = d’ − number of covariant indices  of ’
+ number of contravariant indices  of ’, for ’ 2 I [ I 0 ;
ed’ = −ed’ ; for ’ 2 I ;
(3.2)
the sets I and I 0 being dened by (2.25) and d’ being the canonical dimension of ’. For further use, we










The Weyl transformations are in fact the generalization to the curved space-time formalism of the dilata-
tion transformations [28, 22, 20].













Remark: We see from (3.4) that although SYM is not invariant under local Weyl transformations, it is
invariant under global Weyl transformations, as the r.h.s. of (3.4) vanishes for a constant innitesimal
parameter . This is directly linked to the dilatation invariance of the flat limit model.
Thanks to the operational form of the r.h.s of (3.4) we can dene the following modied operator













SSYM = 0 : (3.6)
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Next, applying S on ext and gf leads to:











































S = ;ext + ;gf : (3.9)
Again, we note that , although not invariant under the local modied Weyl transformations, is invariant
under the global Weyl transformations.
It should be stressed that, as it stands, (3.9) cannot be the starting point of the study of the quantum
case since ;gf is nonlinear in the dynamical elds and thus needs to be correctly dened at the quantum
level (;ext, being linear in the dynamical elds, is well dened in the quantum model). Although we are
only interested in the classical model in this paper, it is only the rst step towards a quantum treatment
and thus a suitable form of (3.9) is needed. We will return to this problem later (see Section (4.2)),




and its B-variation at the
quantum level.
Remark: As we see from the Ward operator (3.5), there was no need to introduce a proper gauge eld
associated to the local Weyl invariance. In a certain sense, it is B { the gauge eld of local R-invariance
{ which plays this role.
3.2 Supertrace Identities
It is known [1, 29, 30, 31, 2] that the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, T , the trace of the
supersymmetry current,  _
Q _, and the divergence of the R-current, @R
 { all vanishing on shell in
the massless classical theory considered here { belong to a supermultiplet, and that the corresponding
trace and conservation identities form a supermultiplet of equations: the \supertrace identities".
Our starting point will be the trace identity for the supersymmetry current, the other identities being












Introducing the innitesimal local parameter (x) { a Weyl spinor { we may rewrite this equation as
an integral Ward identity: eeSSYM = 0 ; (3.11)
where we have dened the Ward operator
eeS by
13











eeS to ext (2.21) leads to:





− 4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eSext = ;ext : (3.16)
Then, applying the modied operator on gf leads to:
14
eSgf = ;gf + Z d4x 4 (") ci gf
bi
!














{ quadratic in the dynamical elds { in the
breaking of the supertrace identity, which deserves a better insight, postponed to section (4.2). We can
redene once more the operator eS, absorbing the second term of the r.h.s. of (3.17) in it:
eS ! S = Z d4x − 
 Ψ






















S = ;ext + ;gf : (3.19)
For further use, let us denote by S the complex conjugate of S and by ;ext and ;gf the complex
conjugates of ;ext and ;gf , respectively.
Remark: The supertrace operator S acts on the supergravity and matter elds, but not on the gauge
elds.
3.3 Shift Identity
Having written the new Ward identities (3.9) and (3.19) (and their complex conjugates), we have now to
study the algebra they form with the identities dening the theory, and particularly with the ST identity
(2.23). Thus, for any γ with zero GP, we have
SS(γ)− Bγ (Sγ −;ext −;gf) = [S; b] γ + (γ;;ext) + b;ext + Bγ;gf
= _Sγ + b;ext + Bγ;gf ;
(3.20)
where we have used the denitions (2.27,2.28), and with






ab + i− 2 (Ψ")
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where we have introduced the notation S[: : :] for the Ward operator obtained by replacing the in-
nitesimal parameter  = ; ;  by the argument specied in the brackets, and have dened, for any



















Setting γ =  in(3.20), we get
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_S + b;ext + B;gf = 0 : (3.23)
Next, using (3.21), (3.9), (3.19) and (2.32), we obtain the following (linearly broken) shift identity10
SK = K;ext ; (3.24)


















As the Ward operator SK appears in the r.h.s of (3.20), its presence is necessary for closing the algebra.
Remark: The denomination of (3.24) as the shift identity can be justied by dening





and thus getting, from (3.24)
(B; C ; ’) = (B^; 0; ’) + K;extjK=C ; (3.27)
which shows that the action, except the \classical" term K;extjK=C , depends on C only as a shift of
B.
3.4 Algebra
Let us nally show that the algebra formed by S; S; S; SK ; the gauge condition (2.30), the ghost
identities (2.31-2.32) and the ST identity (2.23) is closed, by exhibiting the nontrivial "commutation"
rules. Thus, for any γ with zero GP, we have
SKS(γ)− Bγ (SKγ −K;ext) = [SK ; b] γ + (γ;K;ext) + b;ext




























SS(γ)− Bγ (Sγ −;ext −;gf) = [S; b] γ + (γ;;ext) + b;ext + Bγ;gf
= _Sγ + b;ext + Bγ;gf ;
(3.30)





































































complete the list of the nontrivial commutation rules of the algebra.
4 New Formulation of the Model
We have thus obtained a formulation of the supertrace identities as a complete algebra of symmetries,
extending the initial set of symmetries depicted in Section 2 and forming a closed algebra. Although this
result looks satisfactory for the classical theory, there is a feature which makes it unsuitable to a prompt
generalization to the quantum case. This is the presence, among the breakings of the new symmetries,
of the terms ;gf and ;gf { originating from the gauge xing part of the action { which are nonlinear
in the dynamical elds (see (3.8) and (3.17)). Since these terms will suer possible renormalizations, we
have to formulate a new setup better adapted to the quantum extension of the model. This will be done
by introducing a slightly modied symmetry content, but completely equivalent to the previous one at
the classical level.
Thus, in the present section, we shall start again the construction of the model from the very beginning,
including the new symmetries introduced in the last section in the BRS operator { the innitesimal
parameters ,  and K becoming ghosts with transformation laws assuring the nilpotency of the BRS
operator. As we shall see, this together with the introduction of a doublet of external elds coupled to
the integrands of the nonlinear breakings solves the \gauge xing problem".
4.1 The C-gauge Problem
With the introduction of the shift identity, we see that C looses its gauge eld character since (3.24)
means that any change of C (and not only the changes of the form (@w −@w) which correspond to
a C-gauge transformation) can be compensated by a suitable change of B. This means that the ghost
elds w and w and the C-gauge transformations become useless as soon as we introduce the eld K
and the shift operator SK (3.22).
Thus the rst tremendous change we do in the model is at the level of the supergravitational eld content,
by skipping away the C-gauge invariance in favor of the shift identity. At the level of the BRS operator,
care must be taken in order to preserve the nilpotency of s on C , which is done by imposing the
following BRS transformation for K :
sK = LK + 2i@ (E + CE)− 2i@ (E + CE) : (4.1)
But an explicit calculation easily shows that s is not nilpotent on K ! To get the full nilpotency, we
have to incorporate the new symmetries introduced in the previous section in the BRS formalism. We
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thus promote the elds ; ;  and K to the rank of ghosts and add the Ward operators S; S; S and
SK to the BRS operator s we started with in (2.1), (2.3) and (2.6).
We then construct the BRS transformations of the new ghosts by inspecting the algebra displayed in the
















ab + i− 2 (Ψ
")+    : (4.3)
Doing this for the whole algebra displayed in (3.28) to (3.32) and checking for the nilpotency leads to the
following BRS transformations for the new ghost elds:
sK = LK − 2K + 2i@ (E + CE)− 2i@ (E + CE)

















s = L −
i
4ab





− 2 ("Ψ) +
(
1





s = L+ 2 ("+ ") ;
(4.4)






The action of the modied BRS operator s on the other elds can be found in Appendix E. With this
generalized BRS operator, we still have, as in (2.8)
s2 = equations of motion for i and  A ; (4.6)
where the equations of motion come from the invariant action (2.12).
4.2 Solution of the Gauge Fixing Problem
In order to write a ST identity for the new formulation of the model, we have to solve the problem of the





 = sΩ −LΩ ;
(4.7)
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which appear in the breakings of the supertrace identities (3.17) and of the Weyl symmetry (3.8). To do
this, we introduce a doublet of sources I and J with the following BRS transformations:
sI = LI + J
sJ = LJ − 2iE@I − 2i@EI ;
(4.8)
with s2I = s
2J = 0 : We then modify the action in

















This allows the following operational denition (which is completely suitable to a quantum treatment of









where we keep the notation  for the modied action.
4.3 Classical Identities Dening the New Formulation of the Model
Let us now rewrite the identities dening the theory, insisting on the changes made with respect to Section
2.5.
The ST identity
The form of the ST identity has, of course, not changed, but the external action did since we modied
the BRS operator s. So, we have
S() = 0 ; (4.11)
with
 = inv + ext and inv = SYM + gf ; (4.12)
where SYM is given in (2.14-2.19), ext is as in (2.21) but with the BRS operator s modied by (4.4)
and (4.8) (see Appendix E, equations (E.1-E.4) for the action of s on the other elds) and gf is the sum















= Ωib(x) ; (4.14)




is still a classical breaking, but is dierent from the one in (2.30).
The ghost identities
The following ghost identities are unchanged:






= ΩabL (x) ;

(x)
= ΩR(x) : (4.15)









= Ω(x) ; H(x) = Ω(x) ; (4.16)








Again, we can recover the dierent linear symmetries (now including the shift identity, the supertrace
identities and the Weyl symmetry), by commuting the identities (4.14-4.16) with the ST identity (4.11).
This is explicitly done in Appendix F.
4.4 Supercurrent Ward Identities
Conservation Laws:
We identify the components of the supercurrent multiplet of the new formulation in the same way as in
the old formulation (see 2.33), and we use the Ward identities for local R-invariance, dieomorphisms and
supersymmetry displayed in Appendix F to get the conservation laws. We thus nd that the conservation
laws for the currentR and for the supersymmetry are unchanged with respect to (2.34) and (2.36), whereas





















































Again, the local Lorentz invariance (fourth of (F.28), with (F.22)) shows that the energy-momentum
tensor is symmetric:
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We proceed in the same way with the trace identities (second of (F.30), with (F.26) and last of (F.30),




























































































The second of these identities shows that T  is indeed the improved energy-momentum tensor, being
on-shell traceless.



























Dening the F.L. of the new formulation of the model will allow to recognize in more familiar terms the
improvements implied by the adjunction of the new symmetries. First, to keep track of the supertrace






















the rst one coming from imposing (sC)F.L = 0 and the second from imposing (sΨ)F.L = 0 , since
both C and Ψ have a null F.L. (See Section 2.3).
Applying then (2.10) to  leads to a new problem: the r.h.s tends to an x-dependent term (coming from
the x-dependent term of the flat limit of ") whereas the l.h.s is constant. This problem is solved by





+ x()F.L : (4.24)





































Looking at the F.L. of the transformations laws of the dynamical elds and at the algebra encoded in
(4.25) clearly shows that we have thus recovered the whole superconformal algebra [22, 2], where the
ghosts ()
F.L
; ()F.L and ()F.L are the ghosts for the dilatations, the special conformal transformations
and the special superconformal transformations respectively.
5 Stability of the solution
As a rst step to a complete quantum treatment of the model, let us study the stability of the classical
action  (4.12) under radiative corrections. That means looking for the most general classical integrated
insertion c (having the same quantum numbers as ) such that the perturbed action
0 =  + c ; (5.1)
satises, at the rst order in the innitesimal parameter , the same constraints as , i.e. the ST identity
(4.11), the gauge condition (4.14) and the ghost identities (4.15) and (4.16). The action is said to be
stable if c corresponds to genuine counterterms, i.e. if c can be reabsorbed through a redenition of
the eld amplitudes and of the parameters (namely the coupling constants).
Expanding these constraints on 0 at the rst order in  leads to the following set of equations that must
be satised by c:






















= Hc = 0 :
(5.3)
The constraints (5.3) are easily solved and lead to a c which is independent of b
i; ; ab; ;K ; ; 
and which depends on ci only through its derivative @c
i and on  only through the combination
J^ = J + @ : (5.4)
The equations (5.2) constitutes a cohomology problem, due to the nilpotency of the linearized ST operator
B (see (2.29)). The strategy we applied to construct the explicit solution is given in Appendix G and
we give here the result in the form:

















































































The constant ZG and the G-invariant tensor Z(ABC) are interpreted as renormalizations of the cou-
pling constants G and (ABC) respectively, whereas the constants ZA; Z; V and the G-invariant tensors
ZAB; Z AB correspond to unphysical eld renormalizations. Finally, the counterterm CSG { which is
independent of the dynamical elds { is in fact the conformal supergravity action [21, 22], but is inter-
preted in our context of external supergravity as corrections to the current algebra. The complete form










G^G^ +   

; (5.8)
where the Weyl tensor C and the R-curvature tensor G^ are dened in Appendix G, equations
(G.43) and (G.44).
Remark: At the F.L. the V -term and CSG disappear and the other ones tend, as expected, to the
counterterms found in the rigid model [12].
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6 Conclusion
We have thus succeeded in constructing a general functional formalism which incorporates, within a
unique Slavnov-Taylor identity associated to a general BRS invariance, both the set of conservation
laws of the supercurrent components, and the set of the \supertrace identities". The latter includes
the { potentially anomalous { Ward identities for the traces of the energy-momentum tensor and spinor
current (4.20), as well as the shift identity (4.21). In order to achieve this, we had to reformulate the \new
minimal" external supergravity in such a way that the conformal properties implied by the supertrace
identities might be naturally incorporated.
The supermultiplet structure of the supertrace identities { which is obvious in the superspace approach,
where they form a supereld { is here somewhat hidden in the algebra of the Slavnov-Taylor operator.
One can nevertheless observe it in the algebraic identities (3.20),(3.28),(3.30) and (3.32). We have given
the algebra explicitly for the old formulation. But, in the new formulation, designed indeed in order to
take care of it, the complete algebra can be read out directly from the BRS transformations of the ghosts
(see (4.4)).
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Appendix A Quantum Numbers of the Fields
We give in this Appendix the ghost numbers, Grassmann parities, dimensions and R-weights of all the
elds appearing in the model.




i A  A c




 Ψ B C
GP 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 0 0 0 0
d 1 3/2 1 3/2 0 2 2 3 5/2 3 5/2 4 0 1/2 1 0
R 0 -1 -2/3 1/3 0 0 0 0 1 2/3 -1/3 0 0 -1 0 0
 ab "  w w K   I J
GP 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1
d -1 0 -1/2 0 -1 -2 0 1/2 0 1 1
R 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
The tables above show the Grassmann parities GP , the ghost numbers , the dimensions d and the
R-weights of the various elds.
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Appendix B Notations and Conventions
Units: h = c = 1.
Flat space-time metric: (ab) = diag(1;−1;−1;−1) ; (a; b = 0; 1; 2; 3).
Weyl spinor: (  ;  = 1; 2) 2 repr. (
1
2 ; 0) of the Lorentz group.   
0
 = − 
0
 
Complex conjugate spinor: (  _ ; _ = 1; 2) 2 repr. (0;
1
2 ).
Raising and lowering of spinor indices:
  = "  ;   = " 
 ;
with " = −" ; "12 = 1 ; " = −"a ; ""γ = γ ;
(the same for dotted indices).
Derivative with respect to a spinor component:
@
@ 





































































0 = 0 ; i = −i = i ; 0i = −0i = −ii ; ij = ij = "ijkk ;
i; j; k = 1; 2; 3 :
Remark: We dene   eaa. (See Appendix C for the denition of the vierbein ea.)
Summation conventions and complex conjugation: Let  and  be two Weyl (anticommutant)
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spinors; we have:
  =   = −  =   =  ;
  =  _ 
_ = − _  _ =  _  _ =   ;
   =   _ 
_ ;   =  _
_
  ;
( ) =   =   ;
(  ) =   = −   ;
( ) =   :
"-tensor: "  "abcdeaebeced ; "0123 = +1 :
Lie derivative: The Lie derivative L along  is dened, for a scalar or a vector eld, by:
L’ = @’
L’ = @’ + @’
L’ = @’ − @’ ;








denes its Lie derivative from the Lie derivative of the tensor e−1.
Appendix C Vierbein Formalism
As already said, we suppose that the space-time torsion is identically zero, which means that the Lorentz









(@g − @g)) : (C.1)
The indices ; ;    = 0;    ; 3 and a; b;    = 0;    ; 3 are world and tangent space indices, respectively.




b = ba ; e
aea
 =  : (C.2)
The metric is then given by:
g = e
aea : (C.3)
The metric g is used to raise and lower world indices, the flat metric ab is used to raise and lower the
tangent space indices and the vierbein e












a’a = ’ ; ea
’ = ’a ;
(C.4)
where g is the inverse metric.






g (@g − @g − @g) : (C.5)
And nally, the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature are dened by:




R = gR :
(C.6)
Appendix D Covariant Derivative
A generic eld ’ is completely characterized by
 its world indices: ; ; ; : : :
 its Lorentz indices:
8>>>><>>>:
a; b; c; : : : tangent space vectorial indices
; ; γ; : : : undotted spinorial indices
_; _; _γ; : : : dotted spinorial indices
 its G-gauge indices:
(
i; j; k; : : : of the adjoint representation of G
A;B;C; : : : of some rep. R of G
 its R-weight: R’
 its canonical dimension: d’ :
(D.1)





’ for each covariant indice  of ’
−Γ’ for each contravariant indice  of ’
+wa
b’b for each tangent space Lorentz indice a of ’a
+ i4wab’
ab




_γ for each dotted Lorentz indice _ of ’
_
+f ijkAj’
k for each gauge indice i of ’i
+T iABA
i
’B for each gauge indice A of ’A
−iR’B’
(D.2)
Appendix E BRS Operator in the New Formulation






si = Li − f ijkcjk +
i
4ab
iab − ii − 12"
 eF i − i2G2(AT iABB)"+ 32i




_ + 12 
 " eF i + i2G2(AT iABB)"+ 32i
sA = LA − T iABc
iB −
2
3 iA + 2" A + A




A − 2"  A + A




ab + 13 i A + i"
DA + 2(ABC) B C"+
3
2 A + 2A
s  A = L  A − T iABc
i  B −
i
4ab
ab  A −
1
3 i
 A + i
"D A − 2(ABC)BC "+
3
2
 A − 2A 




sci = Lci + bi + 2ci
sbi = Lbi − 2iE@ci + 2bi − 4("+ ")ci
(E.1)
se
a = Lea + abeb + 2"a Ψ + 2Ψa"− ea
sΨ = LΨ +
i
4abΨ
ab − iΨ − iD"−
1
2Ψ + 
sΨ = L Ψ −
i
4ab




sC = LC +K − 2C
−2" Ψ − 2Ψ"+ 2" Ψ + 2Ψ "





+ 3 ( Ψ)−
3
8 (M − 2N)
(E.2)
sI = LI + J















ab"+ i"+ 2E Ψ −
1
2"
s = L − 2iEB − 3i ("− ")
sK = LK − 2K + 2i@ (E + CE)− 2i@ (E + CE)

















s = L −
i
4ab





− 2 ("Ψ) +
(
1





s = L+ 2 ("+ ") ;
(E.4)
where we have used the notations (2.2, 2.4) and (4.5).
Appendix F Classical Breakings, Algebra and Ward Operators
for the Linear Symmetries
We give in this appendix the classical breakings of the Ward identities dening the model, as well as
the algebra formed by the ST operator and the Ward operators, which leads to the Ward operators for
G-rigid transformations, dieomorphisms, Lorentz transformations, R- and C-transformations and, for
the new formulation of the model, to the Ward operators associated with the shift identity, the supertrace
identities and the Weyl identity. The distinction between old and new formulation is made whenever it
is necessary.
We start by giving explicitly the classical breakings of the Ward identities (2.31) and (2.32) for the old














































For the supplementary ghost identities of the new formulation (4.16), the classical breakings are:
Ω = −2A A ;





)’ ed’’ : (F.2)
We can then write down the nontrivial commutation rules for the algebra formed by the ST operator
(2.24) and the operators dening the Ward identities (2.30-2.32) or (4.15-4.16), valid for any functional
γ with zero GP:
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= F iγ + bΩib ; (F.4)












































































































































HS(γ) + Bγ (Hγ − Ω) = !γ + @ (
 Hγ) : (F.13)
This algebra implies the following Ward operators:
The antighost operator














































































































Ward operator for the dieomorphisms



























































































Ward operator for the Lorentz transformations





































































































































































































































Finally, setting γ =  in (F.4) to (F.13) leads to:




G = 0 ;




; !R = −@ (ΩR) ;
(F.28)
and, for the old formulation:
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!C = 0 ; (F.29)
whereas for the new formulation:












Ω ; ! = −@ (
Ω) :
(F.30)
These are the (linearly) broken classical symmetries of the model encoded in the ST identity.
Local Supersymmetry
There is no such simple Ward identity for local supersymmetry. This is due to the nonlinearity of the
supersymmetry transformations and therefore to the absence of a ghost identity for the supersymmetry
ghost ". We have indeed seen that the Ward identities corresponding to the linear symmetries, a priori
contained in the Slavnov-Taylor identity, are extracted therefrom through the action of the ghost identity
operators, as explained at the beginning of this Appendix. It is however possible to write down a Ward
identity for the local supersymmetry in the F.L. { hence for the conservation of the spinor current Q
{ which one may dene [12] as the derivative of the Slavnov-Taylor identity with respect to "(x), setting

















+ terms vanishing in the flat limit = 0 :
(F.31)
Rigid Ward Operators
By integrating these local Ward identities, we nd the (non-broken) global Ward identities
WD = 0 ; W
ab
L  = 0 ; WR = 0 ;
WK  = 0 ; W = 0 ;
(F.32)
corresponding to invariance under the translations, the (global) Lorentz transformations, the (global) R-
transformations, the (global) shift transformations and the (global) Weyl transformations, respectively.
Appendix G Computation of c
In this Appendix, we solve the cohomological problem set by (5.2),
Bc = 0 ; (G.1)
in the space of local functionals in the elds, with the set of supplementary conditions (5.3)
c
bi



















= 0 ; (G.4)
hc = 0 : (G.5)
The constraints (G.2-G.5) are easily solved and lead to a c which is independent of b
i; ; ab; ;K ; ; 
and which depends on ci only through its derivative @c
i and on  only through the combination
J^ = J + @ : (G.6)









In the same way, we obtain:
W iGc = 0 ; (G.8)
!Dc = !
ab
L c = !Rc = 0 ; (G.9)
!K c = 0 ; (G.10)
!c = 0 : (G.11)
!c = !c = 0 : (G.12)
(G.7) and (G.10) are easily solved and lead to a c that depends on c
i and on C only through the
combinations









In the new variables J^; A^
i and B^, (G.5), (G.7) and (G.10) look much simpler:
c

= 0 ; (G.14)
c
ci
= 0 ; (G.15)
c
C
= 0 ; (G.16)
and therefore we assume from now on to work with these new variables.
The general solution of (G.1) can be written formally as
c = ph + B^c : (G.17)
We will proceed in two steps: the rst to explicitly construct ^c by enumerating the candidates and
applying the constraints and the second to nd the cohomology element ph by ltration methods [6].
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Appendix G.1 Construction of ^c
We look for the most general functional ^c with dimension 4, ghost number -1 and R-weight 0 such that
B^c satises (G.2)-(G.5) and (G.8)-(G.12).
^c is independent of c


















= 0 ; (G.19)
which follows form (G.2) and (G.15). On the other hand,
[N;B] = 0 : (G.20)




















which means that only ^
(0)
c , i.e. the bi; ci independent part of ^c, contributes to B^c. Thus, without
loss of generality, we can choose ^c independent of b
i and ci.




































It can be easily seen by writing down the most general candidate that ^c is independent of K ;  and
, and therefore, (G.23) leads to
^c
C
= 0 : (G.24)
^c is independent of c










where the scalar Qij(e








= 0 ; (G.26)
which leads, by an explicit calculation of the term linear in ci, to Qij(e
a) = 0. Thus, ^c is independent





















= W iG^c ; (G.27)
which shows that ^c is invariant under the G-rigid transformations.
^c is independent of 




 + independent of ) ; (G.28)




0, we get P = 0 and thus ^c is independent of 
.
















A B + Z  AB
 A














































where ZA; Z; V and W are arbitrary constants and ZAB; Z AB and YAB are G-invariant tensors.
The last step is to apply B on this ^c and to impose the remaining constraints, namely (G.4), which
lead to
W = W = 0
ZAB + Z AB − 2YAB = 0
ZAB + Z AB − 2 YAB = 0 :
(G.30)






































































The interpretation of the dierent terms is given in the text, after (5.7).
Appendix G.2 Computation of the Cohomology Element ph
Let us denote by F the space of local functionals in the elds with dimension 4, ghost number 0 and
R-weight 0, constrained by (G.2-G.5) and (G.8-G.11)11. We are thus looking for the cohomology of B





























B(k) ; with [N;B
(k)






F (k) ; with N(k) = k(k) if (k) 2 F (k) :
(G.33)
Writing down explicitly a basis of F shows that there is no element of order greater than 8.
The procedure we apply in order to nd H(F ;B) was developed in [32] and applied, in particular, in
[12, 10, 11, 13, 14, 25, 33]. It consists in the following steps:
Step 1: It has been shown in [32] that for each element of H(F ;B), we can pick up a particular repre-
sentative which has the property that its lowest order according to the ltration N is in the cohomology
of B(0) . Thus, the rst step consists in constructing the cohomology of B
(0)
 in the dierent spaces F
(k),
denoted by H(F (k);B
(0)
 ), for k = 1;    ; 8.
Step 2: We then proceed to the construction of the \extension" Hext(F (k);B
(0)





11(G.12) is not included in the set of constraints dening F since the ltration operator we are just going to introduce
(G.32) does not commute with !. Nevertheless, as ! is contained in the ST linearized operator B, the cohomology
elements ph we are going to construct will be invariant under ! thanks to (G.1). This accounts for the fact that the







  = (k) + X
n>k
(n) with N (n) = n(n) for n > k
and (k) 2 H(F (k);B(0) )




In other words, Hext(F (k);B
(0)
 ) is the subspace of F which contains the B-invariants whose lowest
order according to the ltration N are elements of H(F (k);B(0) ). To perform this construction, we write
explicitly the constraint of B-invariance of :













We readily see that the rst equation is automatically satised since (k) 2 H(F (k);B(0) ) , and that the
other ones are really constraints since, for example, B(1) 
(k) is not automatically B(0) -trivial. Thus,
step 2 consists in solving this system of equations (which is nite due to the decomposition (G.33) being
nite), starting with the cohomologies found in step 1.
Step 3: We nally test the triviality of the elements found in step 2 by the following construction. Let





(k);B(0) ) ; (G.36)




 B = 0 and 9 ^ such that B^ =  : (G.37)
Remark: ^ is not subject to the constraints dening F , i.e. it is a general local functional in the elds
with dimension 3, ghost number -1 and R-weight 0 such that B^ belongs to F .
Thus, the cohomology H(F ;B) is given by the quotient of Hext(F ;B) by I(F ;B):
H(F ;B) = Hext(F ;B)=I(F ;B) : (G.38)
Moreover, I(F ;B) can easily be calculated since it is simply given by the B-variation of the general
element displayed in Appendix G.1, equation (G.31).
We have now nished with the description of the general method and turn to the specic case of interest
in this paper.
Step 1: Due to the constraints dening F , the action of B(0) on the elements of F reduces to:
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S(k) ; with [N;S(k)] = kS(k) ;
(G.41)
where inv is given by (4.12).
We see that (I; J^) appear in B
(0)
 as a BRS-doublet, from what follows
12 that the B(0) -cohomology can
be choosen independent of these elds.
The calculation of the cohomology spaces H(F (k);B(0) ); k = 0; : : : ; 8 is then standard: we write the
most general element of F (k) which is independent of (I; J^), apply the condition of B
(0)
 -invariance and
nally test the triviality of the remaing candidate. We give here only H(F (0);B(0) ) since, anticipating
the Step 2, we found that the extensions of H(F (k);B
(0)
 ) for k = 2; : : : ; 8 are all empty. Thus, the most








iF i + 2(AB)(CD)Ab














where 1; 5; 6 are arbitrary constants and 2; 3; 4 are G-invariant tensors. The Weyl tensor C is
12see e.g. Section 5.2. of [6]
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C = R −
1
2
(gR − gR − gR + gR) +
1
6
R (gg − gg) ; (G.43)
where the Riemann tensor R, the Ricci tensor R and the scalar curvatureR are dened in Appendix
C, equation (C.6).
Finally, the R-curvature tensor G^ is
G^ = @B^ − @B^ : (G.44)
Step 2 and 3: The extension of H(F (k);B(0) ) is then straightforward (although going through tedious
calculations) and proceeds as explained in solving (G.35). Finally, showing that the extended functionals





















G^G^ +   

: (G.45)
The dots involve the gravitational elds e
a;Ψ; B^ and contain among other a kinetic part for the
gravitino Ψ.
The interpretation of these dierent counterterms is done in the text, just after (5.7).
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